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ABSTRACT

Article history:

A Chipless RFID based Modified Complementary Split Ring Resonator
(MCSRR) with Different Width (DW) which is metamaterial structure is
designed using PET substrate (𝜀𝑟 =3, loss tangent = 0.025 at 2 GHz) to
miniaturize effective length size of conventional split ring resonator.
The MCSRR structure with DW provides less size about 17% compared with
the conventional MCSRR structure. The single MCSRR resonator with
different width only requires a frequency range of 12 % of Complementary
Split Ring Resonator (CSRR) resonator. The slotted MCSRR resonator is
located underneath substrate and within substrate is connected with
transmission lines. The insertion loss value of MCSRR resonator is used to
encode ID information of chipless RFID with maximizing ID information
using Frequency Position technique. The best swapping parameter for
encoding ID number information is split gap of both ring compare with other
parameter such as spacing between ring and width of ring.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Chipless Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) is a wireless identification and tracking object
system that is using electromagnetic field for short range communication without chips. The technology of
chipless RFID with the integration of Internet of Thing (IOT) offers a huge potential to replace the
conventional visual optical barcode especially for labeling and tracking items at the supermarket, wardrobe
and storage room [1]. Unlike the visual barcode, the chipless RFID does not require the line of sight between
the RFID and tag for detection. The chipless RFID is able to read the tag for greater distance with the faster
rate than conventional RFID [2]. However, chipless RFID have some limitation such as low capacity data [3]
and big tag size [4].
Conventional RFID consist of the reader with transceiver, tag with computerized microchip and host
computer with identification application. The tag contains serial number information as unique ID for
specific object. To detect unique ID number, the antenna reader transmits interrogation signal to tag using the
antenna. The tag will respond to the signal by providing ID number information to the RFID reader.
The chipless RFID system is introduced with removing the computerized microchip with memory
information [5] as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Chipless RFID system [11]

Compact size and high capacity are the essential criteria for developing the chipless RFID tag.
Among variation chipless identification method of tag such as using time domain [5], phase [6], frequency
domain [7-9] and image [10], the chipless RFID using frequency domain is capable to obtain high capacity
data. From previous work, Predavovic designed 35 bit chipless RFID with 35 spiral resonator with length of
0.6 𝜆 between 3.1 and 7 GHz [11]. Vena introduced a potential 22.9 bit chipless RFID with 5 “C” resonators
with length of 0.7 𝜆 by using hybrid decoding technique; frequency position and phase deviation [12].
Bhuiyan has proposed coplanar waveguide chipless RFID tag using multi-Meandered Modified
Complementary Split Ring Resonator structure (MCSRRR) with the capability to excite 2 resonances for
each MCSRR [13]. All of the literature works regarding the way to increase the data capacity with minimal
size of tag using resonator element.
In metamaterial structure, the ability of changing permittivity and permeability in electromagnetic
field is required by designing the structure rather than base material. The artificial metamaterial with
transforming electromagnetic properties from positive to negative delivers potential solution to fulfill demand
in designing modern microwave device such as compact antenna [14], filter [15], lenses antenna [16] and
sensor [17] for achieving miniaturization size [18], multi-band behavior [19] and more extraordinary
performance [20-21].
This study aim is to miniaturize the size and increase the data capacity of chipless RFID tag using
Modified Complementary Split Ring Resonator (MCSRR). Split Ring Resonator (SRR) is a conventional
metamaterial structure consisting of double ring with different gap position. The SRR structure behaves as
small LC circuit with size less than 𝜆/2 can be excited by axial magnetic field. The resonance change
occurred due to inductive current in the ring and field inside the capacitive gap. CSRR, which represents the
negative image of SRR considered as electric dipole that can be excited by axial, electric field [22]. The SRR
and CSRR are reliable to produce a small resonator due to increased inductance and capacitance by
adjustment of width, split gap and spacing parameter [23]. However, SRR and CSRR only produce a singular
resonance in each structure. The implementation of MCSRR structure by CSRR modification increases the
number resonant to enhance data capacity of chipless RFID.
In this paper, a flexible multi-resonator chipless RFID tag based on Modified Complementary Split
Ring Resonator (MCSRR) with different width is presented to miniaturize the size of tag by reducing the
effective length of the resonator and reducing the frequency gap between two resonators. In the following
section, three proposed designs; CSRR, MCSRR and MCSRR with different width are compared and
evaluated in term of size of effective and resonance frequency. Then, the parameters for analysis such as split
gap of the inner ring, split gap of outer ring, spacing between rings and width of rings are investigated for
determining the suitable swapping parameter to encode with ID number. A frequency position technique is
introduced as coding technique. Lastly, the result between simulation and measurement of insertion loss
result of 10 bit of chipless RFID based MCSRR is compared and evaluated to validate the design and the
material properties.

2.

DESIGN OF MULTI-RESONATOR CHIPLESS RFID TAG
A flexible chipless RFID tag is manufactured using Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) substrate with
permittivity of 2, thickness of 48 mm and loss tangent of 0.0025. The 0.09-mm copper foil with the adhesive
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is used as the high conductive element of substrate. A high conductive element minimizes electrical loss and
improves the performance of Q-factor resonator [24]. The specific designs presented in this section aims to
achieve the miniaturization size of tag according to effective length of the resonator. To achieve the most
miniature size, each resonator requires less size of effective in lambda. Next, the small frequency gap
between two resonating element is required to reduce the operating frequency.
Three different designs are simulated using Computer Simulation Technology (CST Microwave
Studio) 2015. There have three types slotted resonators with various structure; Complementary Split Ring
Resonator (CSRR), Modified Complementary Split Ring Resonator (MCSRR) and Modified Complementary
Split Ring Resonator with Different Width (MCSRR with DW) as shown in Figure 2. The slotted ground
plane structures are connected with transmission line between two ports. The insertion loss between two ports
will be used to encode information value depending of position of resonance frequency in
the adjacent section.
The effective dielectric constant of the substrate for micro strip transmission as shown in (1) is
required to predict effective length of outer and inner ring as shown in (2). The reference length of SRR and
MCSRR structure is the circumference of ring with reduction of gap ring value. Basically, a short circuit
using 𝜆/2 transmission line is acting as series resonator with high quality factor. To reduce the size of
resonator, the semi lumped resonator which is electrically a small resonant element constructing by adding
capacitance and inductance structures is introduced. The resonant frequency of semi lumped resonator
equation is given by f = 1/2𝜋𝐿𝐶 which f is described as frequency, L is described as total inductance of
resonator and C is described as total capacitance of resonator.
εeff =

Tcopper
εr + 1 εr − 1
+
− 0.217 (εr − 1)
2
2
√Wcopper × Tsubstrate

Valid only when 𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 / 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 > 1
Effective Length =

𝑐
𝑓√𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓

c= speed of light
f= frequency
𝜀𝑟 = relative permittivity
Circumference of ring = 2𝜋𝑟 − 𝑔
R= radius of ring
g = gap of ring

Figure 2. Proposed multi-resonator structure; A) CSRR structure, B) MCSRR structure C) MCSRR with
different width

In designing high capacity data of chipless RFID, the single structure should maximize amount
number resonator and consider minor separation between resonance frequencies. Figure 3 demonstrate the
evolution of the MCSRR with DW from CSRR resonator aiming for frequency gap reduction between two
resonances and size miniaturization of the inner ring and outer ring. For all the designs, the first resonance is
determined between 0.87-0.88 GHz and all parameter is fixed including the split gap between the ring,
Size miniaturization of chipless RFID tag using metamaterial structure (Mohd Ezwan B Jalil)
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the spacing between the ring and the width of rings. From the result, the SRR resonator with length of 0.365
𝜆 is 27 % smaller compared with the conventional 𝜆 /2 resonator. However, the length of second resonant
frequency of SRR with 0.845 𝜆 is 69% larger than conventional 𝜆 /2 resonator. The frequency allocation
depends on range frequency between two resonators. From the result, the MCSRR resonator only requires a
frequency range of 8 % of CSRR resonator for two rings. Comparison between split ring resonators as shown
in Table 1.

Figure 3. The simulated 𝑆21 insertion loss for the proposed design; SRR (red), MCSRR (blue), MCSRR
Table 1. Comparison between Split Ring Resonators
Types

Complementary Split Ring
Resonator
Modified Complementary Split
Ring Resonator
Modified Complementary Split
Ring Resonator with different
thickness

Length of First Outer Ring
mm
Resonance
𝜆
Frequency
96.39
0.365
0.87

Length of Second Inner Ring
Mm
Resonance
𝜆
Frequency
77.54
0.845
2.50

149.80

0.568

0.87

130.95

0.571

1.00

124.66

0.480

0.88

105.81

0.493

1.07

In order to reduce the electrical size of the second inner ring but keep at the low length of first outer
ring, the MCSRR is introduced by adjusting the split gap with the same position. The length of inner ring
MCSRR is reduced about 32% compared with the CSRR resonator. The inner and outer rings of MCSRR
structure have the length less than 0.572 𝜆. To miniaturize the size of MCSRR structure, the width of
MCSRR is divided into two. The width of gap section is thicker than the other side of MCSRR. The MCSRR
structure with DW achieves size reduction of 17% compared with previous MCSRR structure. From the
result, the single MCSRR resonator with different width only requires a frequency range of 12 % of CSRR
resonator.

3.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, the effect of the main parameter of MCSRR with different width is analyzed
including split gap of outer ring, split gap of inner ring, spacing between rings and width of ring. During
parameter study, only one parameter is altered while other parameter will remain unchanged to clarify the
effect of each parameter on the performance of insertion. The reference diagram of MCSRR with different
width structure is shown in Figure 4. The relationship between split gap of outer ring and insertion loss is
shown in Figure 5. The resonant frequency of the outer ring is proportional to the parameter of split gap of
outer ring. The resonant frequency of the fixed inner ring is unchanged when split gap of outer ring above 1.0
mm. The width of transmission line is fixed at 1.3 mm.
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Figure 4. CSRR structure with dimension (split gap of ring= 1.0 mm, width of ring = 2.0 mm,
spacing between ring = 1.0 mm)

Split Gap of Outer Ring

Split Gap of Inner Ring

Figure 5. The simulated 𝑆21 insertion loss result with varying split gap of outer ring and inner ring
between 0.2 – 2.4 mm

From Figure 5, the addition split gap of inner ring causes the higher resonant frequency of inner ring
due to the reduction of capacitance between split gaps. The resonance frequency of outer ring remains
unchanged at 0.48 GHz due to no dimension change of outer ring. Despite no circumference changes when
other parameters including width and spacing and split gap of outer ring are altered, the resonance frequency
is varied. This is due to the minor effect of inductance and capacitive by varying the size of outer ring
structure. The resonant frequency moves linearly with length in lambda. When the split gap changes from 0.2
to 2.4 mm, the length in lambda changes from 0.46 to 0.5
The effect of spacing between rings on insertion loss is shown in Figure 6. The dimension of the
inner ring is fixed while dimension of outer ring is unfixed following with change of spacing between rings.
Increasing the spacing between rings will reduce the resonant frequency of outer ring due to increment of
circumference of outer ring. However, the second resonant frequency is in the range between 1.06 -1.08
GHz, despite no change in the dimension of inner ring due to reduction coupling between inner
and outer ring.
Next, the effect of varying the width of the inner and outer ring is studied. The width of both rings is
varied; position of spacing between two rings is fixed with the dimension of 1.0mm and other parameter
unchanged. The first resonant frequency is inversely linear proportional with width due to increment
circumference size of the outer ring. The second resonance is remains unchanged due to no change outer
circumference of the inner ring. However, when the width = 1mm and spacing between ring 1 mm,
the second resonant frequency is altered to higher frequency.

Size miniaturization of chipless RFID tag using metamaterial structure (Mohd Ezwan B Jalil)
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Spacing between Rings

Width of rings

Figure 6. The simulated 𝑆21 insertion loss result with varying spacing between rings and width of ring
between 0.2 – 2.4 mm

3.1. Relationship between Parameter and Resonance Frequency
The aim of analysis is to find the best dimension parameter between the split gap of the outer ring,
split gap of the inner ring, spacing between the ring and width of both ring that carry out significantly change
of resonant frequency. High changing of resonant frequency with the linear relationship with parameter
dimension enables the chipless RFID decode ID number information with high accuracy and stable
allocation. Based on Figure 7, spacing between ring and width of both ring parameters provide significantly
effect on increasing circumference of outer ring. This effect causes the overall sign of ring structure become
larger. The best parameter for decoding ID number information is split gap of the outer ring. By increasing
the split gap of outer ring parameter, the change of circumference size is extremely small. When the split gap
of the outer ring is varied from 0.6 to 2.4 mm, the resonant frequency will change with linear from 0.85 to
0.90 GHz. The presence of capacitance element in the split gap of ring makes the length in lambda become
smaller. When dimension of the split gap is reduced to 0.2 mm, length in lambda of the outer ring becomes
minimal which is 0.46 only.

Figure 7. Relationship between dimension parameter and circumference of outer ring,
relationship between length in lambda and resonance frequency of outer ring
Indonesian J Elec Eng & Comp Sci, Vol. 15, No. 2, August 2019 : 723 - 732
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In Figure 8, a steady decrease of circumference can be observed as the split gap of outer ring
moving inward. Other parameter dimension is not affecting the circumference due no dimension change of
inner structure. Thus is important to examine a relationship between the split gap of the outer ring and second
resonance frequency. The resonance frequency is seen to increase from 0.99 to 1.10 GHz as split gap of the
inner ring is increased from 0.2 to 2.4 mm.

Figure 8. Relationship between dimension parameter and circumference of inner ring,
relationship between length in lambda and resonance frequency of inner ring

3.2. Frequency Position Technique for Data Encoding
A frequency position technique is introduced to improve the amount of ID number information
generated by a single ring resonator [25]. For data encoding, each ring structure represent two bit with four
different resonance frequencies by varying the best parameter, split gap of ring structure. For example, by
varying the split gap of outer ring from 1, 2, 3 and 4 mm, the outer ring structure resonate at four different
band which are 0.87(00), 0.89(01), 0.91(10) and 0.93(11) GHz as shown in Figure 9. The second resonance
of inner is slightly altered due to mutual coupling between two rings. However, all condition have bandwidth
allocation of 100 MHz to avoid overlapping between last condition of the outer ring (11) and initial condition
of the inner ring (00). The chipless tag encoded bits 00,01,10 and 11 by varying split gap of the inner ring
from 1, 2, 3, 4 mm. The first resonance is not influenced by adjusting the gap of the inner ring maintaining at
0.87 GHz. The single MCSRR structure is capable to encode from 0000-1111 ID number information’s
which about 16 frequency allocations.

Size miniaturization of chipless RFID tag using metamaterial structure (Mohd Ezwan B Jalil)
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Figure 9. The simulated 𝑆21 insertion loss result with varying split gap of outer ring (left) and split gap of the
inner ring (right) from 1 mm to 4 mm

3.3. Simulation and Measurement Result of 10 bit Chipless RFID with Five MCSRR Resonators
A 10 bit MCSRR chipless RFID with 5 rings resonator is designed and fabricated using flexible
PET substrate. The chipless RFID 1024 ID number information is encoded by swapping parameter of the
split gap of both ring. Figure 9 shows the simulation and measurement is valid with the consistent trend with
one another. The fabrication using commercial electronic cutting tool considers limitation in term of
dimension sensitivity which structure only fabricated above 1 mm. The MCSRR structure demonstrates the
potential to be used to design high capacity data and miniaturization size by adding bit condition using
machine with reduced sensitivity.

Figure 10. a) Fabricated 10 bit MCSRR chipless RFID tag with 5 resonator using PET substrate
b) Simulation and measurement result of five MCSRR structure

4.

CONCLUSION
The chipless RFID tag using modified Complementary Split Ring Resonator (MCSRR) with DW
miniaturizes size and increase data capacity of with reducing effective length of the resonator and range
frequency between two resonators. The MCSRR structure with WD provides less size about 17% compared
with conventional MCSRR structure. The single MCSRR resonator with different width only requires a
frequency range of 12 % of CSRR resonator. The best parameter for decoding ID information is split gap of
both ring compare among spacing between ring and width ring. When the split gap of the outer ring is varied
from 0.2 to 2.4 mm, the resonant frequency will change with linear from 0.85 to 0.90 GHz. The second
resonance is seen to increase from 0.99 to 1.10 GHz as split gap of the inner ring is increased from
0.2 to 2.4 mm.
For future work, the maximum number of resonators and the number of allocation band is
investigated to maximize number of ID information. For example, 10 resonators with nine allocation
frequency bands are able to generate one million of ID information by altering sensitivity of the parameter to
0.01 mm. At the same time, overlapping between resonances and producing stable ID number information is
critical consideration for designing chipless RFID tag based frequency domain.
Indonesian J Elec Eng & Comp Sci, Vol. 15, No. 2, August 2019 : 723 - 732
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